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For Immediate Release

Dynamic Tools Introduces Contractor Series Combination
Wrenches

Brampton, Ontario, October 2010 - Dynamic Tools launches “Contractor Series”
combination wrenches. This new value line of wrenches responds to contractors’ needs
to outfit entire team(s) with reliable and easy to use tools that make any job easier.

Developed as a superior alternative to raised panel wrenches, the new Dynamic
“Contractor Series” wrenches feature a smooth comfort handle eliminating the "raised
panel" seen on similarly priced tools. Eliminating the panel provides dramatically
improves user comfort especially in highly intensive or repetitive jobs. The smooth panel
design also makes the tools much easier to clean and maintain.

In addition to superior comfort, Dynamic contractor series wrenches also feature a
unique combination of large hard stamp and laser laser-etched size markings. The dual
marking design makes size identification by users quicker and easier. The dual
markings concept combined with a smoothed matte finish truly makes these wrenches
an outstanding value in the segment.

The new wrenches are available in both loose and sets configurations, and in sizes
varying from ¼” to 2 ½” and 6 to 32 mm respectively. The four sets configurations each
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include a durable heavy-duty canvas pouch for offering convenient travel from job to job
or organized storage within a toolbox.

All “Contractor Series” combination wrenches met the rigorous ANSI standards and are
backed by a lifetime warranty and superior service offered by Canada’s oldest tool
company, Gray Tools Canada Inc. Dynamic Contractor Series Wrenches are sold
exclusively through speciality distributors across Canada. A complete list is available on
the company’s web site (www.dynamictools.ca).

Dynamic®, the new line of professional tools, was specifically designed for the
professional user looking for reliable and easy to use tools to get the job done. Our goal
is to make your job easier, “Because You Have Work To Do”.

For more information, contact: Dragos Baicoianu, Brand Manager
Gray Tools Canada Inc.
299 Orenda Road
Brampton, Ontario, Canada, L6T 1E8
Tel: 905-457-3014 Fax 905-457-1050
Email: dragosb@graytools.com Web: www.dynamictools.ca
READER SERVICE INQUIRIES: Please send all reader service inquiries to Dragos
Baicoianu, Gray Tools Canada Inc., 299 Orenda Road, Brampton, Ontario, Canada,
L6T 1E8 Tel: 905-457-3014 Fax 905-457-1050
ABOUT GRAY TOOLS CANADA INC.: Family-owned Gray Tools Canada Inc. has
been manufacturing high quality industrial-grade hand tools in Canada since 1912. The
company currently offers over 4000 industrial product solutions, operates two
warehouses in Canada, and proudly maintains service levels well in excess of 90%. For
a complete company profile, visit www.graytools.com/company.asp.
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